Shrinking the Psoriasis Assessment Gap: Early Gene-Expression Profiling Accurately Predicts Response to Long-Term Treatment
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There is an “assessment gap” between the moment a patient’s response to treatment is biologically determined and when a response can actually be determined clinically. Patients’ biochemical profiles are a major determinant of clinical outcome for a given treatment. It is therefore feasible that molecular-level patient information could be used to decrease the assessment gap. Thanks to clinically accessible biopsy samples, high-quality molecular data for psoriasis patients are widely available. Psoriasis is therefore an excellent disease for testing the prospect of predicting treatment outcome from molecular data. Our study shows that gene-expression profiles of psoriasis skin lesions, taken in the first 4 weeks of treatment, can be used to accurately predict (>80% area under the receiver operating characteristic curve) the clinical endpoint at 12 weeks. This could decrease the psoriasis assessment gap by 2 months. We present two distinct prediction modes: a universal predictor, aimed at forecasting the efficacy of untested drugs, and specific predictors aimed at forecasting clinical response to treatment with four specific drugs: etanercept, ustekinumab, adalimumab, and methotrexate. We also develop two forms of prediction: one from detailed, platform-specific data and one from platform-independent, pathway-based data. We show that key biomarkers are associated with responses to drugs and doses and thus provide insight into the biology of pathogenesis reversion.

INTRODUCTION

The development of drugs targeting key immune function modulators has revolutionized the treatment of many diseases (Gandhi et al., 2016). A key challenge when assessing the clinical efficacy of drugs targeting specific human immune components is extrapolating from in vitro data and animal models. Although modification of immune components can occur relatively soon after drug administration, clinical responses resulting from these modifications can require months to manifest. This results in an “assessment gap” between the moment treatment response is determined biologically and when response can actually be assessed clinically. The cost of bringing a successful drug to market is estimated at 2.6 billion dollars and takes around 8 years (Mestre-Ferrandiz et al., 2012; Paul et al., 2010). The prolonged assessment gap associated with immune-targeting drugs necessitates longer trials with human patients, further adding to the cost, complexity, and development time of these drugs. In addition to drug development issues, the prolonged assessment gap impedes primary physicians from selecting the most efficacious treatment from the drug options available. With treatment efficacies varying from 20–80%, multiple treatment attempts are required before the most effective treatment is found for each patient. The prolonged assessment gap can therefore result in patients spending several months using ineffective treatments, increasing costs and adverse effect exposure.

The assessment gap is the “theoretically avoidable” part of the overall time from drug administration to accurate evaluation of treatment response. Upon administration, the time taken for the drug to reach its biological target is the drug delivery time. Once the drug has reached its targets, the biological response time is the time taken for the targets to propagate their influence through the pathogenic pathway until the system is either committed to recovery or, alternatively, the drug has failed to alter pathogenic fate. Collectively, drug delivery and biological response time constitute the assessment gap, during which it could be hypothesized that measurable information exists in the system to enable determination of an individual patient’s response to the treatment. Supporting this hypothesis using an explicit...
demonstration that such measurements and determinations can indeed be performed, with great accuracy, is the subject of this study.

To carry out this demonstration we chose psoriasis, a T-cell–mediated skin disease, as a suitable disease/pathway on which to test this hypothesis. In the last decade, the availability of high-throughput technologies for comprehensive molecular characterization of the disease has greatly increased our understanding of psoriasis. This has resulted in the development of multiple biological therapies that have consistently outperformed earlier treatments. Thus, psoriasis has become a popular immune disease for proof-of-concept studies for targeted immune therapeutics in humans. Furthermore, psoriasis patients display low placebo responses, high potential for therapy-induced disease reversal, and easy accessibility of diseased tissue for associated pharmacodynamics or biomarker analyses. These factors make psoriasis an ideal disease on which to test our hypothesis.

Although psoriasis is highly responsive to pathway-specific immune antagonists, it often takes 12–16 weeks for clinical response measures to be meaningful, and efficacy ranges from 30–80% success rate. Despite the increase in FDA-approved treatments for psoriasis, 20–30% of patients still fail to respond to biologics (Villanova et al., 2013); their effectiveness in real-world practice is lower than that reported in clinical trials (Gelfand et al., 2012). Even specialized dermatologists have difficulties selecting the most effective treatment for individual patients; thus, maximum clinical response is not always achieved (Abuabara et al., 2012; Sequeira et al., 2012). Physicians recommend treatment options on the basis of results of randomized controlled trials and evidence syntheses such as meta-analysis (Timmermans and Mauck, 2005). Although this is currently the best information we can give to patients, there are limitations to this approach. For example, treatment efficacy may not appear significant when averaged across a large cohort of patients, but the treatment may be highly beneficial for a subset of patients. Additionally, not all treatments are compared head to head in randomized controlled trials, so it is difficult to predict which treatment has superior efficacy. The ideal situation would be a test capable of predicting, before commencing therapy, which treatment is most likely to be beneficial for an individual patient. Even if accurate predictions of treatment response cannot be made before treatment, a test capable of predicting disease outcome after a very short treatment would still be a useful tool for decreasing the assessment gap. There is currently tremendous interest in such “stratified medicine” methods, including identification of biomarkers indicative of the most appropriate drug/dose for an individual patient.

In this study, we use machine-learning techniques to analyze the abundant high-throughput molecular data available for psoriasis and generate detailed “molecular phenotypes” that predict drug efficacy with shorter clinical trials and smaller cohorts (see Supplementary Figure S1 online). In this context, we built a classifier combining elements from statistical and machine learning. This classifier uses data, accumulated in the first few weeks of treatment, to accurately predict the expected treatment outcome after several months of drug exposure. Because the prediction is a categorical outcome (response or no response), we adopt the same terminology used in machine learning areas and will refer to this tool indistinctively as “predictor” or “classifier.”

We set out to develop a classifier to estimate the efficacy profile of new psoriasis drugs from short-term proof-of-concept studies, thus decreasing clinical trial costs. We also envisage uses for rapid assessment of whether a given patient is responding to a particular treatment. This classifier uses RNA expression data from skin biopsy samples obtained in short-term (4 weeks) clinical trials to evaluate the efficacy profile of a psoriasis drug after a full treatment course (>12 weeks). With longitudinal gene expression profiles obtained pretreatment and at intermediate time points during the short-term trial, the tool can predict which individual patients will respond to treatment at the (still unobserved) endpoint after 12 weeks. The classifier computes the classical efficacy endpoint in psoriasis, the drug’s PASI75 efficacy profile: that is, the percentage of patients with at least 75% reduction in the Psoriasis Area & Severity Index (PASI) score after 12 weeks (or later) of treatment.

The classifier is necessarily agnostic to the specific treatment, and we dubbed it the “universal psoriasis skin classifier” (UPSC). Using similar strategies, we also developed treatment-specific classifiers that show specificities in the discriminant genes and pathways determining response to a specific treatment (see Supplementary Figure S1). A final objective was to establish the shortest trial that can be used while guaranteeing acceptable accuracy. We therefore developed classifiers using data accrued pretreatment (baseline at week [W] 0) up to W1, W2, or W4 posttreatment and evaluated the gain in accuracy resulting from the additional time points.

RESULTS
To develop and evaluate the classifiers, we used longitudinal skin expression profiles from 141 patients treated with etanercept, ustekinumab, adalimumab, methotrexate, SRT2014, tofacitinib and placebo as described in Table 1. We used recently released data from SRT2014 and tofacitinib to evaluate the “out-of-sample” (generalization) performance of the classifiers. All classifiers were constructed following our general strategy outlined in Figure 1 and the Materials and Methods section. Treatment-agnostic (UPSC) classifiers were aimed at predicting the response of a cohort to drugs. Additionally, treatment-specific classifiers for four treatments (etanercept, ustekinumab, adalimumab and methotrexate) were developed to predict the response of an individual to a specific drug. UPSC and treatment-specific classifiers were built using combinations of baseline (W0), W1, W2, and W4 gene-expression data (platform-specific), with the objective of determining the shortest time course that will achieve accurate prediction of >W12 clinical outcome. Additionally, gene set variation analysis–pathways involved in drug response were used to build platform-independent classifiers. This was an attempt to account for future changes in technology, and variations in technologies used by different research groups.

Classifier performance
Gene-based classifier. The data were split into training, for model development (see Supplementary Table S1 online),
Table 1. Cohorts used to develop the classifier (training) and evaluate their performance out of sample (generalization)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Dosage</th>
<th>Clinical Trial/Reference GSE Number</th>
<th>Nonresponders</th>
<th>Responders</th>
<th>Number of Patients</th>
<th>Time Points (Weeks)</th>
<th>Response endpoint (Week of PASI75 Assessment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etanercept</td>
<td>50 mg SC 2× per week for 3 months</td>
<td>NCT00116181 (Zaba et al., 2009)/GSE11903</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0, 1, 2, 4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etanercept</td>
<td>50 mg SC 2× per week for 3 months</td>
<td>NCT01276847 (Suarez-Farinas et al., 2012)/GSE30999</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ustekinumab</td>
<td>90 mg at W0 and W1</td>
<td>NCT0932113 (Goldminz et al., 2015, 2016)/GSE85034</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adalimumab</td>
<td>80 mg SC at W0, 40 mg at W1, and biweekly</td>
<td>NCT01276847 (Suarez-Farinas et al., 2012)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0, 1, 2, 4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methotrexate</td>
<td>7.5 mg per week and increased by protocol</td>
<td>NCT01276847 (Suarez-Farinas et al., 2012)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0, 1, 2, 4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ustekinumab</td>
<td>45 mg at W0 and W1</td>
<td>NCT01276847 (Suarez-Farinas et al., 2012)/W0, GSE30999; W1, GSE85034</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRT2014</td>
<td>Placebo, 250 mg, 500 mg or 1000 mg, oral daily</td>
<td>NCT0154101 (Krueger et al., 2015)/GSE30614</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRT2104</td>
<td>Placebo, 250 mg, 500 mg or 1000 mg, oral daily</td>
<td>NCT01710046 (Krueger et al., 2016)/GSE69967</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tofacitinib</td>
<td>Placebo, 5 mg oral capsules, twice daily</td>
<td>NCT01276847 (Suarez-Farinas et al., 2012)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0, 1, 4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tofacitinib</td>
<td>Placebo, 5 mg oral capsules, twice daily</td>
<td>NCT01276847 (Suarez-Farinas et al., 2012)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0, 1, 4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: GSE, gene expression data series; SC, subcutaneously; W, week.

Figure 1. General strategy for building the statistical classifiers. Dissimilar classification algorithms are selected from those available in the R suite “caret”. We selected PLS, GLMNET, TGDR, and PAM, for their ability to handle p>>n and their Jaccard dissimilarity index, and modified them using LDA for application to gene-expression time course data (T-PLS, T-GLMNET, T-TGDR, and T-PAM). The predictions of the final models selected by each algorithm are combined in an ensemble classifier. Performance of homogenous and ensemble classifiers are assessed using a range of methods. Features with highest predictive ability (stabilized gene signature) are selected using a bootstrap aggregate strategy. Models are then built using only the stabilized gene signature to improve accuracy. GLMNET, generalized linear model with convexed penalties; LDA, linear discriminant analysis; PAM, prediction analysis for microarrays; PLS, partial least squares; SD, standard deviation; TGDR, threshold gradient descent regularization.
and test, for performance assessment (Figure 2, and see Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Figures S2 and S3 online), over 500 iterations. Bootstrap aggregate/bagging was then used to select the most predictive stabilized gene signature, which was used to develop the final models. Classification accuracy of most UPSC classifiers, trained with baseline gene expression, is close to random for most of the methods (Figure 2a, and see Supplementary Figure S2); however, accuracy is increasingly gained with additional time points (Figure 2a, and see Supplementary Figure S2a). This trend is also observed for ensemble classifiers, both pre- (Figure 2b, and see Supplementary Figure S2a) and post-bagging (Figure 2d, and see Supplementary Figure S2b). Furthermore, addition of later time points decreases variation in the accuracy (see the rationale in Supplementary Figure S4 online), producing more consistent results (Figure 2c). Using bagging to select the most predictive genes for the individual classifiers improves the average accuracy of ensemble classifiers, especially for the predictions based on baseline and W1 data (Figure 2de). Bagging improves UPSC accuracy 3% at W2 or W4, and halves the size of the signature (see Supplementary Figure S3). Improved stability of prediction is seen after bagging for most classifiers, including a greater than 10% reduction in accuracy standard deviation of the W2 and W4 UPSC (Figure 2g). Stability improvement after bagging was much higher for most treatment-specific classifiers, which also displayed improved accuracy and stability with additional time points (Figure 2a–c).

Overall, these positive results indicate the potential to predict the PASI75 profile of a new compound with greater
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than 95% (AUC = 99.9%) on average accuracy after 2 weeks of treatment and greater than 97% (AUC = 99.4%) accuracy after 4 weeks. As for the treatment-specific classifier, the results suggest that we could potentially treat a patient for 1 or 2 weeks and predict the W12 response with more than 97% accuracy (Figure 2d).

To check that these very optimistic results were not due to overfitting, we randomly scrambled our data to produce time course expression data that were essentially noise. We then proceeded to train our classifiers using the same pipeline (see Supplementary Figure S5 online) and repeat the process 500 times. The receiver operating characteristic curves and the AUC (Figure 2h) clearly show the increase in predictive power as more data are accrued and a clearly superior performance compared with the scrambled classifier (whose 95% confidence interval is presented in gray). Much larger AUC values (Figure 2i) are observed for the predictions made by the UPSC than the scrambled classifier ($P < 10^{-80}$), except for baseline predictions, which leads us to reject the overfitting hypothesis.

A predictive model using the clinical measure of disease severity (PASI) from W0–W4, did not have better predictive power than baseline genomic information (Figure 2h), thus reinforcing the idea that patients’ molecular profiles can improve prediction of treatment response compared with current clinical measures.

We did consider the possibility that the W4 data were solely responsible for the models’ high performances, with the early time points being redundant. However, UPSC classifiers built using either W4 only, or W0 and W4, underperformed by several metrics when compared with those built using the full data set (see Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Figure S6 online). Similarly, treatment-specific classifiers built with only W4 data also underperformed compared with those built with additional time points (see Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Figure S6).

Pathway-based classifier. Pathway-based, platform-independent classifiers were built using the canonical pathways (C2) collection of the MolSigDb (http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/collections.jsp#C2) and a collection of 213 psoriasis-related gene sets curated by our laboratory. This collection includes psoriasis transcriptomes and transcriptional signature induced by IL-17, tumor necrosis factor, IFN-$\gamma$, and IL-22 on several skin cell types. In general, the pathway-based UPSC did not perform as well as the gene-based UPSC, with accuracy around 0.8 using all data up to W4 (see Supplementary Figure S3a). Notably, bagging does not improve, and in fact decreases, the accuracy of the predictions for the pathway-based UPSC (see Supplementary Figure S3b), and the size of the signature was not greatly reduced (see Supplementary Figure S3c). However, a suitable performance was observed in the treatment-specific classifier, with an average accuracy at W2 of 95% for etanercept, adalimumab and methotrexate and accuracy in testing samples ranging from 79.5–96.0% across all four agents at W1 (see Supplementary Figure S3d).

Most gene set variation analysis-like methods have been developed without consideration of the correlation structure in the data. Although Tarca et al. (2013) showed acceptable performance for paired data and we chose the methods that better performed in a simulation study (data not shown), a more coherent methodology can be developed, which may potentially lead to improvement in performance.

Generalization performance. The ultimate measure of a classifier’s success is its ability to make predictions from data that were never used in training. We therefore measured classifier performance against unseen/generализation data for drugs or doses not used during model training (see Supplementary Figure S6 and Supplementary Table S1).

We obtained 25 longitudinal skin expression profiles of various durations for (i) ustekinumab 45 mg (n = 16) patients (a lower dosage than the ustekinumab 90 mg used for training the model), (ii) tofacitinib (n = 6), an oral Janus kinase inhibitor and (iii) placebo (n = 3) from the same trial (Krueger et al., 2016). We also ran predictions using only baseline samples for seven psoriatic patients treated with three doses of SRT2104, a selective activator of SIRT1, and three with placebo (Krueger et al., 2015) (Table 1).

Results for the predictive performance on generalization of the gene- and pathway-based UPSC are presented in Figure 3. Overall, the gene-based classifier predicted treatment response with 84% accuracy, and the pathway-based classifier had 88% accuracy. As expected from our simulation results, there was an underperformance for the predictions for patients treated with SRT2104. The UPSC predicted a PASI75 profile of 33% for placebo, 87.5% for ustekinumab at 45 mg, very close to the real drug profile for that cohort. The optimistic PASI75 prediction for tofacitinib (83.3% prediction vs. 66.7% true response), is an artifact of the small sample size, because the prediction was off by only one patient. The best prediction was produced for the trial with 16 patients, in contrast with the six- to seven-patient cohorts; this may indicate a suitable sample size for this type of study.

The biology underlying the UPSC

It is not unusual for machine-learning methods to give accurate classifications or predictions, but when the internal parameters or selected features of the model are examined, no logical interpretation is evident or forthcoming. We nevertheless examined the gene signatures of the classifiers to try to understand the biological basis for their success.

The gene selection for all classifiers was driven by purely statistical/machine-learning criteria without considering the pathogenic role of each gene in psoriasis, to limit selection bias (Barbash and Soreq, 2013). To gain biological insights into the gene-selection mechanism, we performed gene set enrichment analysis with our collection of psoriasis pathways and the canonical C2 pathways. Mirroring the increase in accuracy and stability of UPSC shown in Figure 2, significant enrichment of the predictive genes in psoriasis pathways was achieved as more data points were used (Figure 4 and b). The psoriasis meta-analysis transcriptome/MAD5 (Tian et al., 2012) and genes up-regulated in lesional versus normal skin (Gudjonsson, 2010) were the most significantly enriched pathways (false discovery rate < 0.01) among the predictive genes in the ensemble UPSC. Even though gene selection was carried out in an unbiased manner, most of the enriched
pathways in Figure 4 are known to be central to disease pathogenesis, including IL-17, tumor necrosis factor, and IFN-γ (Lowes et al., 2014).

This trend of identifying pathogenic genes is also highlighted in the final gene signature of the USPC at W4 (36 genes, see Supplementary Tables S2 and S3), when almost all genes have been identified as involved in psoriasis biology, albeit not the most recognizable “psoriasis genes.” 56% of genes in this signature are part of psoriasis transcriptomes and more than 80% have been shown to display altered expression in response to several psoriasis treatments. Ten genes (28%) are associated with early (2-week) response to a single dose of ixekizumab (Krueger et al., 2012), and three have been directly identified as IL-17 genes in keratinocytes or enhancer of T helper type 17 cells (Vahedi et al., 2015). As mentioned, and despite the striking data mining results, this is not the typical psoriasis biomarker set that experts in the field would put together if requested to do so. It includes as many up-regulated as down-regulated genes, in contrast to the focus on up-regulated genes common in the field.

The data support the idea that combining gene expressions from 2–4 weeks posttreatment enhances gene selection to reflect disease pathogenesis more accurately and therefore improves the accuracy and stability of ensemble classifiers.

**DISCUSSION**

As expected on theoretical grounds, the predictive ability of the USPC is poor at baseline, because no information about changes in the molecular phenotype after drug administration is being incorporated into the prediction tool. Despite this fact, at baseline, significantly better than random accuracy was achieved by treatment-specific classifiers, mainly after bagging, showing that patient susceptibility to a specific treatment can be predicted from a gene set and pave the way for the creation of personalized medicine allocation schemes.

A robust and accurate predictor of PASI75 response after 12 weeks of treatment was built using molecular profiling of short-term (2–4 weeks) treatment. We can classify specific treatment response to etanercept, adalimumab and methotrexate with 95% accuracy at W2 and almost 100% accuracy at W4. The accuracy of the USPC (agent agnostic classifier) was 95% with 2 weeks of data and 97% accuracy with 4 weeks of data. Although ensemble classifiers performed best overall, individual classifiers had similar performance to ensembles. Hallmark psoriasis pathways, including IL-17 became increasingly more relevant at W2 and W4.

Furthermore, these results survived generalization to a new dataset without any retraining. The performance of the USPC was evaluated in previously unused data from 26 patients treated with ustekinumab 45mg, tofacitinib, or placebo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Prediction/DrugProfile</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Prediction/DrugProfile</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ustekinumab 45 mg</td>
<td>15R/1NR (DP=93.8%)</td>
<td>14R/2NR (DP=87.5%)</td>
<td>13/16 (A=81.2%)</td>
<td>14R/2NR (DP=87.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>1R/2NR (DP=33.3%)</td>
<td>1R/2NR (DP=33.3%)</td>
<td>3/3 (A=100%)</td>
<td>1R/2NR (DP=33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tofacitinib</td>
<td>4R/2NR (DP=66.7%)</td>
<td>5R/1NR (DP=83.3%)</td>
<td>5/6 (A=83.3%)</td>
<td>4R/2NR (DP=66.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3. Performance for the generalization samples.** (a) Summary of results for the generalization samples. (b) Performance statistics for the 25 samples with ROC-curves and (c) performance statistics for the gene-base and pathway-based USPC for the 25 samples with longitudinal samples. AUC, area under the curve; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; ROC, receiver operating characteristic; TNR, true negative rate.
Overall, 83% accuracy and AUC of 0.83 were obtained for the gene-based classifier and 85% accuracy and AUC of 0.85 for the pathway-based classifier, with higher accuracies for the nine patients with complete longitudinal profiles until W4 (88.8% and 100% for the gene- and pathway-based classifiers, respectively).

This study has demonstrated that the assessment gap can indeed be considerably shortened in psoriasis by showing that molecular data from the first 4 weeks can be used to accurately predict the clinical outcome at W12. The tool we used for this demonstration is a set of predictors built through rigorous guiding principles of robustness and platform independence. Our implemented pipeline was very conservative, because we aimed to minimize biases that could overestimate performance. We have shown that they can be generalized to different drugs or doses without retraining and that the features they extracted for prediction accurately recap the pathogenesis of the disease. Although algorithms based on smaller signatures may lead to classifiers with adequate performance (Saez-Rodriguez et al., 2016), it is reassuring that despite its complexity, our unbiased feature selection generally leads to signatures with fewer than 40 genes (see Supplementary Tables S2 and S3).

This demonstration gives us hope that our methodological and computational framework can be used for other chronic inflammatory diseases and for personalized medicine use. Our analysis shows that the biology of pathogenesis recovery is accurately summarized and suggests that using this approach with diseases of ill-understood pathogenesis may help highlight genes of direct biological significance to its pathogenic pathways, aiding basic science and suggesting possible new interventional targets.

The highly promising and encouraging results we obtained with our prediction tool in psoriasis emphasize the potential of molecular profiling coupled with machine learning and statistical techniques to accelerate and optimize the conduction of clinical trials. Finally, because psoriasis is arguably the model immune-mediated skin disease, we hope that the lessons learned here in terms of closing the assessment gap can be extended to other common inflammatory skin diseases such as atopic dermatitis, alopecia areata, and lichen planus, that affect millions of people worldwide.

Figure 4. Psoriasis pathways enriched in the genes selected by the ensemble universal psoriasis skin classifier. Genes were ranked by the sum of bagging frequencies in each single classifier, and enrichment was evaluated for a curated set of 213 psoriasis pathways. (a) Gene set enrichment analysis normalized enrichment scores obtained after ranking genes by bagging frequency considering the ensemble classifiers. False-discovery rates were used to indicate the significance of association between the ranked gene sets and the pathways. A cutoff of 0.25 was used according to the rationale presented in Subramanian et al. (2005). (b) Normalized enrichment score evolution over time for pathways that showed a false-discovery rate of less than 0.01. FDR, false-discovery rate; KC, keratinocytes; LS, lesional; MAD, meta analysis derived; NES, normalized enrichment scores; NL, nonlesional; RHE, reconstructed human epidermis; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data

The expression data used in this study were either from previously published research (Krueger et al., 2010) or shared by collaborators; they included phenotypic information and microarray gene expression data (obtained using Affymetrix and Illumina platforms) of lesional and nonlesional skin of psoriatic patients taken at baseline and after 1, 2, and 4 weeks of treatment (Table 1). The response to treatment was measured by the PASI75 endpoint, at which patients are considered responders if there was an improvement of at least 75% on the PASI score from baseline and are considered nonresponders otherwise.

General framework for classifier construction

Our general strategy for building the statistical classifiers is outlined in Figure 1. Data from patients treated with etanercept, ustekinumab, adalimumab, and methotrexate were split into training (for model development) and test (for evaluating classifier performance). Heterogeneous classification algorithms used for training were selected from the R suite “caret” for their ability to handle p >> n and high Jaccard dissimilarity index (PLS, partial least squares; GLMNET, generalized linear models with elastic net; TGDGR, threshold gradient descent regularization; and PAM, prediction analysis of microarrays). These algorithms were modified using linear discriminant analysis to allow their application to gene-expression time-course data. The predictions of the final models selected by each algorithm are combined in an ensemble classifier. Bagging was used to select the most predictive stabilized gene signature on the basis of frequency of selection in each bootstrapping iteration model. Final individual and ensemble models were built using this gene signature, the performance of which was assessed against training and test data, as well as the out-of-sample data from SRT2014 and tofacitinib.

A more detailed description of classifier construction, classification algorithms, methodology for handling time course microarray gene expression, model estimation, feature selection, and performance evaluation is given in the Supplementary Materials and Methods.
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